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Open ended literacy experiences were a main focus to promote social interactions and effective communication. The
evidence was a high amount of children engaging in book making and storytelling. The children used effective vocabulary
and displayed great knowledge about books. Educators attended relevant literacy workshops and professional learning
opportunities to inspire their own learning. This strengthened educator’s skills to provide opportunities for the children and
to express and inform the learning to families.
The highlight for us, was continuing to upgrade our outdoor learning environment. We created a wooden climbing structure
with a slide. This was designed to provide different levels of height, speed, problem solving, motor skill planning and to
challenge climbing skills. It enriches the kindy environment with its existing natural play spaces that are stimulating,
challenging and encourages creativity and complexity. It provides risk taking and problem solving opportunities.
We provided a variety of incursions and excursions to enhance learning. Many of these incorporated caring for our
environment and the animals which live in it. Some of our performers and visitors were: Animals Anonymous, Henny
Penny Hatching program, Barry Peters, a musical performer who sang and performed ‘An Owl’s Tail’. We learnt about
taking care of our environment and protecting animals and their habitats. West Lakes Shore School reception teachers
invited us into their classrooms to learn and become familiar with school. We went on local walks to the school and had an
amazing time in the woolly forest and read books in their library.
A family donated 2 brown hens. The children used numeracy skills to vote for their desired names. As they grew they
began to lay eggs. This stimulated conversations and opportunities to investigate and explore animals that lay eggs. We
used the eggs in our cooking program. Our kindy vegetable garden flourished and children continued to care for it. We
used the fresh produce to bake during our cooking program, which parents assisted us with. We had an enjoyable and
successful obstacle-a-thon, where we raised a considerable amount of money. All families were invited to participate in the
day of celebrations and fundraising. Our volunteer of more than 25 years was awarded with a certificate from the Premier
to recognise her volunteering skills.

2019 was another wonderful year at West Lakes Shore Kindergarten. Being a part of the Parent and Friends committee
was a wonderful way to be involved in my son's kindy year and to help make changes within the kindergarten for 2019 and
future years. The staff are very professional and have a perfect formula to help the kindy age children to have a wonderful
year of learning and preparing them for school. There were a great selection of incursions and excursions throughout the
year. The fire firefighters are always a highlight. West Lakes Shore School Library visits were a great way to get familiar
with a school library environment and gaining independence to choose and read a book through using the pictures.
Learning to care for animals is an important way for the children to learn responsibility and nurture, from having the
chickens, MJ the turtle, silk worms and blue girl the bird the onsite animals to Animals Anonymous coming to show the
children reptiles and some marsupials. The Patch Theatre excursion is always fun traveling into the festival centre on a
bus to see a show, this year’s show was ZOOM, some children would have never seen a show at this age so it's such a
lovely experience. An Owl's Tale was a theatrical incursion where Barry Peters used storytelling, puppets, song and dance
to tell information about protecting the environment. The biggest fundraiser for the year was The Ninja Warrior
Obstacle-a-thon. The staff and Committee work tirelessly to find donations to help the kindergarten raise money to buy
equipment and extra resources. It was a huge success! The kids have an absolute ball on the day completing the
challenging course and having family come along to cheer them on. I really enjoyed my year being the Chairperson of the
Parents and Friends committee.

We considered the 3 exceeding themes and analysed our data to determine our strengths and improvements for 2019. As
a team we determined 3 goals to focus on.
Priority One
Goal: Documentation informs the program, and educator practice, in communicating children’s learning with families.
Challenge of Practice: If we develop educator skills of reflective practice through clear and consistent data collection of
each child’s learning and development, then our documentation and communication with families will improve.
Key Actions: Develop a clear and consistent approach to document children’s learning and improve our capacity to
communicate and share information to families about their child’s learning and development.
Priority Two
Goal: Increased understandings of each child’s interests, strengths and growth points particularly in mark making.
Challenge of Practice: If we increase our understandings of the EYLF outcomes, the Literacy and numeracy indicators and
intentionally plan for holistic experiences, we will increase our understandings of individual children’s interests, strengths
and growth points, particularly in mark making.
Key Actions: Create a RED and BLUE book to store and record observation dates for individual children. Collect
information about children’s level of involvement, participation and skills in the book making process, reading and mark
making. All documentation collected reflects the child’s learning and development and informs the kindergarten program.
Priority Three
Goal: Increase children’s sense of security and confidence in engaging with others.
Challenge of Practice: If we develop shared understandings of supporting children’s self-regulation and a common
approach across the team, we will increase children’s sense of security and confidence in engaging meaningfully with
others.
Key Actions: Our actions will evolve throughout the year. Provide opportunities for collaborative learning, small group and
individual learning. Maintain a consistent and holistic approach to support children’s emotional wellbeing. Use YCDI
Program Achieve to support and model dispositions for learning and relationships. Maintain open communication with
families to support child’s agency. To continue with our outdoor redevelopment to include intimate play spaces to promote
curiosity, engagement and creativity. Use involvement observation scale to assess the quality of the learning environment,
relationships, levels of involvement and well-being.

The enrolment allocation was maintained at 66 children. West Lakes Shore Kindergarten filled with majority of 'in
catchment' families. 11 families living in a close proximity and siblings attending West Lakes Shore Primary were offered a
position. We followed the Department for Educations policy and our priority of access system to invite families to enrol and
obtain a position.

Many families attended holidays during term time. We have been well informed of planned absences and when children
are away with sickness. Attendances were high in term 1 and well maintained in term 2. We found majority of families
went on holidays in term 3 (getting away from the cold weather). Our attendance is slightly higher than the state average.
We endeavour to work with families to promote the benefits of regular attendance and aim to achieve 90% of attendance
in term 3 unless families have informed us of attending holidays.

91.5% of our families attend West Lakes Shore Primary school which is located next to the kindergarten. The
kindergarten and school aim to provided a seamless transition from kindergarten to school through many visits,
discussions between educators and joining various celebration as one. Families make the choice of where to send their
child/children for their schooling.

We had 32 positive responses. Comments are:
1 I have been absolutely thrilled with this Kindergarten, the programming and planning is well thought out, challenging and
engaging. A range of learning experiences offered and fantastic resources for children to explore with. Book making has
been positive. We have been very happy with the quality of teaching and learning. The educators show great care and skill
with our child. My children are engaged because they bring discussions and learning home. All the teachers are lovely and
helpful. They genuinely enjoy what they do.
2 My child is very well supported. Parent teacher interviews allowed for open communication and built relationships with
educators. The level of support has been excellent, educators are very responsive and proactive. I believe my child is
receiving ample support. The teachers have patients for my child learning.
3 I love this kindy and the teachers. The daily video is a fantastic idea as well as the learning journey book. Educators are
always approachable. I feel they listen to understand and genuinely care. There is regular communication. The teachers
are very welcoming and kind.
4 We are extremely happy. A positive learning environment and calmness. The kindy is fantastic. I have complete
confidence in the educators and how the preschool is managed. Mandy is organised, focussed and shows pride. Parents
are invited to meetings and have ample opportunities to be involved in decision making.
5 I continue to be impressed. Teachers are great and facilities are fantastic. Supporting a strong foundation for a positive
education. Dedicated educators. We hit the jackpot with this kindy. The staff are amazing, caring and encouraging. They
show they care about our children and their education. I can't thank them enough! The level of engagement and
enthusiasm is great and the teachers work really well together

All educators and volunteers at West Lakes Shore kindergarten have Department For Education relevant History
Screening. This is a requirement by the department and is maintained and monitored by the Director.
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We worked closely with families and other professional to support and deliver appropriate programs.
Children with identified challenges had Individual Learning Plans and Negotiated Education Plans to
support their learning journey. Support workers aligned with budget and individuals needs.

We have commenced using the handbooks as resources to strengthen our knowledge and skills in
relation to the literacy and numeracy indicators. This has guided us for stronger, more defined goals
in our QIP. The handbooks in line with reflective practices has supported our curriculum and learning
outcomes for children.

